Real World Finance
Students Learn Hands-On in Student Investment Fund and Fixed Income Fund Classes.

CEO and Chairman of AT&T
Randall Stephenson
After graduating with his MAcc from Price College, Randall Stephenson went to work for Southwestern Bell and has continued to rise within the company ever since.

Social Responsibility in the Classroom
Between Rajiv Dant’s Market Research class, Al Schwarzkopf’s Senior Integration class and the First Fidelity Integrated Business Core, philanthropy is alive and well as part of the learning curve in Price College.

MBA Scholars Programs
A Once-In-A-Lifetime Opportunity
Whether in New York, London or Texas, Price College MBA students are experiencing internships, coursework and culture at no cost.

The Price College Version of Camp
High school students and OU freshmen get the chance to learn and explore areas of business and what might interest them before declaring a major of study.

The Business Communication Center
This unique center assists all Price College students with their presentation and writing skills that they can take with them from the classroom to the workforce.

A Winning Team
Heath and Sarah Flowers
For the two recent graduates of Price College, the excitement is palpable as they pursue their dreams at Harvard.